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Welcome to the latest edition of Asia Video Pulse.   2020 continues to be a year of

challenges for all of us and while the physical effects of Covid-19 may vary country

to country and mercifully we have many in our region who have fared well, the

economic impact continues to mount.

 

Against this rather grim backdrop, plenty of progress is being made.   The fight

against piracy may be a war, but there is no doubt that the battle in Indonesia has

been going in our favour.  We have measured a 68% decrease in piracy traffic over

the last 10 months, with a significant increase in legitimate services amidst an

unprecedented campaign of rolling site blocking.   Please read Neil Gane’s piracy
update inside.

 

We continue to see great interest and engagement in our newest committee, the

Premium Video Advertising Committee. As meetings alternate between broader

subject full committee meetings and working group meetings, progress is made on

defining categories and agreeing on standards and best practices to help support

the future of ad supported business models.  

 

I am also very pleased we have held our first virtual event.  The OTT Virtual Summit
saw by far the highest number of delegates to this event, and we had excellent

speakers across all the most germane topics regarding OTT and its development

and most importantly very positive feedback on the event.   We are grateful to our

speakers, sponsors and delegates.   We learnt a lot from our first virtual event but I

believe both organisers and delegates need to continue to adapt to maximise the

experience. Virtual will never be physical, but there are many positives about the

virtual experience.   As we look to our future events, I do encourage everyone not

just to attend but really explore the online features we offer.
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For the purposes of this article we refer to indirect taxes such as Value
Added Tax or Goods and Services Tax and only those levied on offshore
digital services. Furthermore, comments made in this paper should be

taken at best as an educated perspective and not formal tax advice.  The

following is an extract of indirect taxation measures being taken or

considered in a few key markets.

Australia is often referred to as the best practice

model. Introduced in 2017, Australia put in place a

light touch mechanism GST registration which is

done online, and no physical presence is required

domestically. The levy is 10% for any company with

an annual turnover more than AUS$75k (approx.

US$50k) and ensures both on-shore and off-shore

sales are taxed equally.   (Companies under that

limit have no tax obligation.)

John Medeiros
CHIEF  POL ICY  OFF ICER

Unexpected COVID Complication:   Higher Taxes

Engaging with
Governments

and Regulators
to foster

understanding
and support for
the professional

video industry in
Asia

PO L I C Y  MAT T ER S

AVIA’s policy team, at the request of the Board, recently undertook some

research to look at the growing desire by Asian governments to bring OTT
players, including OCC providers, into their tax-gathering nets. Whilst

some of this desire has been driven due to economic needs, some is also

driven by pressure from domestic video providers to be treated equally. 

Although some markets, most notably Australia, introduced indirect taxes

a few years ago, other governments have more recently turned to this part

of the industry to generate additional income.  This effort has received

new momentum as the economic recession caused by COVID-19 has

badly hit many governments’ revenue prospects.  



Their plan to tax non-resident digital

businesses – those with a “significant
economic presence” in Indonesia – had

officially come into effect back in March

2020, as part of its omnibus tax law

announced back in February. However, this

law could not go live until the issuance of

key implementing regulations by the

government.  Law No. 2/2020 stipulates

that the government is able to charge VAT

on taxable intangible goods and/or services

sold through e-commerce platforms and

charge income tax or electronic transaction

tax on e-commerce operated by foreign

individuals or digital companies that have a

significant economic presence. The

significant economic presence will be

determined through the companies’ gross

circulated product, sales and/or active users

in Indonesia.  There have not been

transparent criteria published; the

Indonesian government is communicating

directly with companies they believe have a

significant economic presence to inform

them of their tax liability.  At the time of

writing, however, implementation of this

legislation has slipped from 1 July to 1

August 2020.

Governments in South-East Asia’s more advanced

economies were also already focused on the

taxation of cross-border supply of digital services,

pre-Covid-19. We have already seen markets

including Singapore and Malaysia introduce new

tax rules at the beginning of 2020, with indirect
taxes of 7% and 6%, respectively.  Meanwhile,

Thailand and Vietnam are still struggling to

finalise either their legislation or mechanisms for

collecting such taxes. As the trend to move

towards imposition of digital taxes on offshore

companies continues, an additional consideration

to watch is the US government’s response; the

USTR recently announced an investigation into

foreign digital services taxation.

For ease, key points from the above markets

(Australia, Indonesia and the Philippines) are

shown in the below abbreviated table.   For more

comprehensive info, see the complete paper at

https://avia.org/download-centre/

At the other end of the

scale are markets where

the legislation is a little

more chaotic. Indonesia
is one case in point. 

Another market which is yet to resolve its approach

to digital taxation is the Philippines. Here again the

desire to introduce taxation on off-shore digital

providers is driven by both “level playing field”
pressure domestically as well as increased consumer

consumption of online video. However, although a

House Bill, the Digital Economy Taxation Act 2020
was recently introduced, the details have yet to be

finalised. What is not clear, in particular, is what

provisions the implementing legislation might

contain, especially with regard to establishing a

physical presence which may then attract additional

legislative burdens.  



Rolling site blocking continues to be  a key feature of CAP’s strategy in Indonesia, with over 2,400 piracy

sites and applications now blocked and an average 60 sites blocked every 10 days. The results of this

strategy have been most encouraging, with piracy traffic dropping 68% in the last 11 months (August

2019 to June 2020) and traffic to legitimate video sites increasing by 18% within the same period. A

June YouGov consumer study found a massive 55% reduction in consumers accessing piracy websites

over the past ten months, with 28% of consumers admitting to accessing piracy websites compared to

63% from a similar survey conducted in September 2019.   The recent survey also found an 80%
reduction in the number of Indonesians  who use an ISD. According to the surveys  Indonesia currently

has the lowest levels of ISD usage in SE Asia and second only to Singapore for lowest levels of

consumers accessing piracy websites. 

The Video Coalition of Indonesia (VCI), a local coalition formed by CAP in 2019, continues to present a

unified position to both government and media . As Joko Anwar, one of Indonesia’s most successful

film directors, recently commented, “I feel extremely motivated to take this issue another step
forward and encourage others in the industry to join the VCI to annihilate the issue altogether. I
would like to thank KOMINFO, the Coalition Against Piracy and the various entities in their
efforts to battle this old sworn enemy of ours”.

Neil Gane

P I RACY   K I L L S  I N DUS TR Y

GENERAL  MANAGER  -  CAP

Indonesia now market leader in IP protection in South East Asia



CAP  continues  to  send  site  blocking  referrals  to

the  Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer
Affairs (MDTCA) The  most  recent  SB  referral

included  domains  used  by  ISD  Apps ,  which  will

be  the  f irst  time  the  MDTCA  has  blocked  such

Apps .   In  June  the  MDTCA  and  MCMC  conducted

a  site  blocking  pilot  program  focusing  on  IP

blocking ,  which  involved  a  number  of  ISPs  and  a

local  AVIA  member .  

In  June  the  Singapore  High  Court

granted  an  order  sought  by  BBC

Studios ,  Discovery ,   the  Premier

League ,  La  Liga  and  TVB  for

Singapore ’s  internet  service

providers  to  block  access  to

seventeen  (17 )  domains  associated

with  popular  piracy  streaming  sites

and  forty  one  (41 )  domains

associated  with  popular  i l l icit

streaming  device  ( ISD )  applications .

The  judicial  blocking  application

was  led  by  CAP  who  provided  all

evidence  and  undertook  all

coordination  with  the  plaintiffs ,

legal  counsels  and  the  ISPs .  CAP  are

currently  analysing  all  redirections

and  domain  hopping  of  domains

subject  to  the  blocking  orders  and

preparing  the  requisite  evidence  to

demonstrate  to  court  that  any

associated  websites  should  be

subject  to  the  same  blocking

orders .

A  new  YouGov  study  found  that  17% of  Singapore

consumers  and  nearly  a  third  (32%) of  18  –  24  year  old ’s ,

access  piracy  websites .  Despite  this  unhealthy  appetite ,  

 62% of  consumers  said  that  as  a  result  of  piracy  websites

being  blocked  they  would  no  longer  access  any  piracy  sites

with  20% saying  they  would  ‘only  rarely  access ’  a  piracy

website .  Only  18% of  users  said  website  blocking  had  no

effect  on  their  piracy  viewing  habits .

A05 ,  the  VN  enforcement  body  that

undertakes  cybercrime investigations ,  has

begun  triall ing  a  copyright  site  blocking

process .  CAP  has  been  providing  forensic

tracking  assistance  to  a  Vietnam Content
Alliance (VCA)  member  in  monitoring

blocked  sites  movements  and  looking  at

traffic  impact  of  the  pirate  sites .   

MALAYSIA VIETNAM

SINGAPORE



CAP organised and hosted a Piracy Over the Top  seminar over two half-days in June ,  in which an

array of experienced anti-piracy practitioners from three continents shared best practices across a

variety of topics .  The theme of the virtual seminar was how to disrupt the OTT piracy ecosystem and

migrate customers back to legal services .  The sessions included government and industry speakers

from SE Asia ,  Europe and Australia who shared their experiences re the extent of the piracy problem

in their jurisdiction as well as best practices that have successfully disrupted the piracy OTT

ecosystem .  The attendee turnout was encouraging with an average of over 300 unique logins on

each day and critically 60+ government officials from 12 APAC countries .    The feedback from a

number of government attendees was extremely positive .

CAP provided a presentation on the efficacy of site blocking at the last monthly meeting of the

NCIPR on 23rd July . The NCIPR consists of 12 government agencies incl the Dept of Justice,
IPOPHIL , the DTI , the NBI, the NTC (telco regulator), and the DILG .  In Thailand an amended  site

blocking process is scheduled to be announced by Department of Intellectual Property (DIP) in
early August . It is anticipated that the new SB process (to include dynamic orders) will require ISPs

to use effective site blocking measures (DNS blocking , not limited to URL) with specified time-lines

to be adhered to . Non-compliant ISPs may also be fined under Section 27 of the Computer Crimes
Act (CCA).

CAP Data-Analysis Portal

In June steering committee members were given access to CAPs ’  self-designed and built Data-

Analysis Portal .  The portal allows CAP  to measure piracy traffic levels and better understand the

landscape of each market as well as online IPTV piracy trends we are seeing and the impact of our

various anti-piracy initiatives .    CAP has been using the portal since early Q1 2020 ,  but has data for

Indonesia going back to August when blocking activities commenced ,    and has been able to

measure the trajectory of traffic levels to both piracy sites and legal platforms .  IPO offices and

enforcement agencies from five countries have currently been given account access to the CAP

portal as part of our ongoing outreach and encouragement of effective site blocking mechanisms

across South East Asia .

CAP has convened Zoom calls and provided documentation to the IPO offices of both the Philippines and
Thailand to discuss the efficacy of site blocking when effective protocols are in place (the Malaysian

model has been used as a ‘gold-standard’).  In the Philippines there are currently three legislative and/or

regulatory ‘opportunities’ in which a site blocking protocol could be introduced in the Philippines:  

The Senate Bill #497 (Online Infringement Act) which is currently pending at the committee level.

A  Memorandum of Agreement between IPOPHIL and the National Telecommunications

Commission the telco ‘regulator’) which we are hoping will include a site blocking provision.

A site blocking MOU being discussed by the National Committee on IP Rights (NCIPR).

PHILIPPINES & THAILAND



"Well delivered rich
content with

eloquent thought
leaders across many

markets and
topics." 

- Jared Dougherty,
 AT&T

The rise in demand for Asian content also plays a key role in this growth,

with Netflix, WarnerMedia and Viu all heavily investing in local content,

with Zameczkowski adding that "the streaming industry has a role to play

in bringing Asian stories to the world."

I N S I GH T  AS I A  

AVIA had the privilege of hosting the first major media conference of the

year with our OTT Virtual Summit. Although we regret that we were

unable to host a physical event, having it online allowed us to host more

delegates than ever before, with a record turnout of over 700 delegates.

Opening the Summit this year was our Thought Leaders' Talk, featuring a

stellar line-up of senior executives from across the video landscape. And

despite the background of COVID, there was broad optimism for the

industry as a whole. “It’s a great time to be a customer in this part of the

world,” said Tony  Zameczkowski, the VP of business development for

AsiaPac at Netflix, on the growth of the region’s OTT landscape. 

For VIU, the current surge in consumption has also accelerated advertising

onto their platform. Helen Sou, Chief Business Officer, Asia, VIU, shared

that “more and more advertisers have accelerated their spending on the

digital front”, hence they are seeing both subscription and advertising

doing well, and are able to build “a robust and sustainable business model.”

0

Shad Hashmi BBC in the Summit Studio

Thought Leaders' Talk: Setting the Stage for
Streaming

Telcos similarly saw a great boost over the COVID period, with many seeing

a huge spike in consumption and much more experimentation, and

triggering new consumption patterns. It was widely quoted during the

Summit that it takes 66 days to form a habit. The question remains if these

habits will remain as lockdowns start to ease or if it will be now the new

normal.

The message of growth, opportunities and consumer engagement continued through the rest of the

Summit. For those on direct-to-consumer platforms, such as Eros Now and POPS Worldwide, this has

meant more collaborative partnerships, to reach audiences at a microscopic level, and to create and build

a highly engaged community. 

However, it was acknowledged that the industry is only in the early stage of development in monetising

premium streaming video, and that is particularly true for advertising.  With media buyers not spending

enough time thinking about the quality of videos, premium streaming video remains under-represented

and challenges still exists in measurement metrics for OTT. 



AVIA had the pleasure of hosting news anchors from ABS
CBN, BBC, Bloomberg, CNBC, CNN and Fox Sports in

our first webinar series, Coping with COVID. Through
these casual wireside chats, members of AVIA got to hear

firsthand accounts of how life has been for these

personalities, both on and off camera,, and how they

have coped with working from home in their very specific

line of work where getting the news meant getting on

the ground.

As John Miskelly, APAC Investment Director,

GroupM, pointed out, “It intuitively feels better to

advertise inside Game of Thrones than dogs on

skateboards but the question is by how much?”

However, “the consumer trend for the

consumption of media is very clear, the future is

going to be streamed television”, added Matt
Harty, SVP of Asia Pacific, The Trade Desk.

To wrap it all up, Louis Boswell, CEO, AVIA, said,

“While we regret that we were not able to host

everyone in person this year, we are extremely

encouraged by the turnout we had for the OTT

Virtual Summit and bringing everyone together

online. It is indeed a great time for the OTT industry

in Asia, with more investment going into both

technology as well as content in the region and there

is no doubt that we are going to see growth in

streaming video in the years ahead.”

The Policy team also introduced a new series focusing on Personal Data Protection Acts (PDPA)
around the region.  Countries we have covered thus far include Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore, India,

China and an extremely timely session on China’s National Security Law for the HKSAR and What It
Means for Media Businesses.  If you missed them, visit www.avia.org/webinars to watch them on

demand. 

From left: Laura Quigley, Integral Ad Sciernce, John Miskelly, GroupM, Matt Harty,
The Trade Desk, Jason Barnes, PubMatic 

Yang  XiangHua, iQiyi with Louis Boswell

Staying Connected: Coping with COVID

Louis Boswell with Nancy Hungerford, CNBC



Higher data rates, ultra-low latency and support for thousands of devices in one location, these are some of

the promises of 5G mobile that have caught tremendous media attention.

 

5G is being billed as a revolutionary force that will transform the way we live and work, which warrants

taking C-band spectrum away from satellite-based applications to speed up service availability. But the real

story is that many things on the road to 5G remain uncertain. 

It is our view that C-band is not the correct band to support the key performance indicators (KPIs)
promised by 5G. While it may be easy – may be even exciting, to dream of all the new 5G mobile use cases

and wider uptake of Internet of Things (IoT) applications, mobile operators will need to spend more on 5G

mobile infrastructure, with frequency spectrum being only just one of the many line items. 

For nearly five decades, satellites have been used to complement landline infrastructure by connecting the

world’s underserved regions, and providing broadcast and emergency back-up services. Hundreds of
millions of TV households in the Asia-Pacific rely on satellite service for the delivery of multichannel
TV. As mobile operators take up portions of C-band spectrum to “kick-start” commercial 5G deployment in

various Asian cities, they are cannibalizing satellite bandwidth that could have been deployed to provide

service over a continent-wide footprint.  

What is worse, the use of C-band for commercial 5G deployment amounts to only a temporary phase while

scaling up for wider use. In our recent White Paper entitled “Choosing the Right Spectrum for 5G,” we

have shown that 5G data rates achieved by C-band spectrum may not meet the KPI goals when the

number of simultaneous users increases. In other words, the reallocation of C-band spectrum may ease
the transition to 5G, but with the expected increase in 5G users, it would provide only an
incremental improvement over existing 4G mobile service. 

It typically takes a whole decade or

even longer to complete the

transition to the next generation of

mobile technology, and 5G will be no

different. It will take time to scale up

to nationwide (or territory-wide)

service, and mobile operators would

want to recoup past investments. It

will be quite some time before they

can fully capture value from new 5G

use cases. Governments shouldn’t
rush to take away satellite C-band,
when it is only a stopgap solution
for 5G.

It will be a matter of time before mobile operators will need to use a much higher frequency, such as the

millimeter wave spectrum (mmWave) to facilitate mass-market adoption. Not only is there much wider

bandwidth available to meet data throughput requirements, but user experienced data rates would

improve with reduced coverage range.

Members' Article: Choosing the Right Spectrum for 5G
by Hai HU, Senior Communications Systems Engineer at AsiaSat

For more information, please refer to Hai Hu’s White Paper entitled “Choosing the
Right Spectrum for 5G” available for download at https://avia.org/download-centre/ 

Figure 7 Latency sensitivity and the likely transmission medium of different applications [8].
Source: ESOA, Latency in Communications Networks, 2017 



The Committee structure of for members to gather

around specific industry issues and it  gives everyone a

voice on the subject .   

Contact Us:

We hope to see all of you online soon at our virtual events :

Thailand in View                 18 August 

Future of Video India         10 September

Satellite Industry Forum    24 - 25 September

Asia Video Summit              9 - 11 November 

P O L I C Y

P I R A C Y

I N S I G H T  &  M A R C O M S

M E M B E R S H I P  &  S P E A K I N G  O P P O R T U N I T I E S

E V E N T S   &  S P O N S O R S H I P

E V E R Y T H I N G  E L S E

C L A R E @ A V I A . O R G   

N E I L @ A V I A . O R G  

C H A R M A I N E @ A V I A . O R G

J A I M E @ A V I A . O R G

A D E L A @ A V I A . O R G

L O U I S @ A V I A . O R G

A D D R E S S E S :  2 0 / F  L E I G H T O N  C E N T R E , 7 7  L E I G H T O N  R O A D ,  C A U S E W A Y  B A Y ,   H O N G  K O N G

                  5 0 0 8  A N G  M O  K I O  A V E  5 , # 0 4 - 0 9  T E C H P L A C E  I I ,  S I N G A P O R E  5 6 9 8 7 4

Member Reports:

AVIA is only as strong as its members.  We want to appeal to all parts of the video ecosystem and we

are delighted that in the last quarter we have been joined by the following companies:

The following member reports are now available on avia .org .  Please register at our website for a

copy .

Updated Event Dates:

New Members:

We want to hear from you.  Please get in touch and let us know what you think:

https://avia.org/

